
This article traces the rise of multinational enterprises (MNEs) and the effectiveness of measures that countries have employed to ensure that MNEs pay taxes in the jurisdictions in which they transact. The article shows that, as countries enacted various taxing measures, MNEs devised tax avoidance schemes to exploit arising loopholes.

1. Introduction

Multinational enterprises (MNEs) can be defined as enterprises which own or control subsidiaries in other jurisdictions where they engage in foreign direct investment or carry out activities to produce goods or services in more than one country.¹ MNEs have been referred to as the “big players” in international trade that drive the globalization process forward, accompanied by an increasing number of medium-sized companies that participate in cross-border joint ventures.² Countries normally enact tax laws that require MNEs transacting within their borders to pay taxes so that they contribute to economic and infrastructural development. Because taxes have always varied from country to country, MNEs have historically exploited the variations across international tax systems to reduce their global tax exposure. These variations include differences between countries’ tax rates, legal concepts, standards of administration, reporting and enforcement, and governments’ attitudes towards the confidentiality of financial and business transactions.³ Although countries’ tax systems entail various taxes that can be levied on the international transactions of MNEs (for example, excise duties and value added tax), this article focuses only on income tax. Historically, countries’ income tax policies were initially developed to deal mainly with domestic economic and social concerns. Although some countries’ domestic tax systems had an international dimension that dealt with the foreign-source income of domestic residents, international tax rules were not that developed because there was limited mobility of capital.⁴ This changed over the centuries with the acceleration of the globalization of trade and investment, which was driven by the rise of MNEs.⁵

This article traces and analyses the parallel rise of MNEs over the centuries and the measures that countries put in place to ensure that MNEs pay taxes in the jurisdictions they transact in. It shows that, with increasing demands on countries to ensure economic development, countries began to introduce laws to regulate and tax MNEs so that they can contribute to the economic development.⁶ As MNEs faced increasing taxes in the countries they were transacting in, they began developing tax avoidance schemes to reduce their global tax exposure⁷ and their contact with jurisdictions that had suitable tax environment become a necessary component of their international tax planning.⁸ In response, countries developed domestic and international tax laws to curtail MNE tax avoidance schemes. This cycle kept on going, with MNEs invariably always a step ahead as they devised more complex tax schemes to suit their evolving globally integrated business models. Over the years, countries’ tax rules could not adequately curtail these schemes as they were still grounded in an economic environment characterized by a lower degree of economic integration across borders.⁹ Today’s digital economy has made matters worse, with the rise of cutting-edge digitalized MNEs that use intangible assets as their key value driver.¹⁰ Current international tax laws were developed when the economic environment was based on physical presence in a jurisdiction for the tax laws to be enforceable, and...
where cross-border transactions involved mostly tangible products. However, the mobility of the digital economy enables MNEs to easily relocate their intangible assets and core business functions from one jurisdiction to another and to conduct substantial sales in market jurisdictions from remote locations, with minimum tax implications. This has exacerbated the ability of MNEs to engage in “base erosion and profit shifting” (BEPS) schemes by exploiting gaps in the interaction of different tax systems to artificially reduce their taxable income and shift profits to low-tax jurisdictions in which little or no economic activity is performed. This is illustrated in this article by a notorious tax avoidance structure, which many digital MNEs have used to lower their global tax exposure. BEPS is encouraged by the fact that international tax rules have not kept pace with the modern business models and the fact that countries themselves were complacent, as some of them benefited from MNE BEPS schemes. To address the ensuing BEPS concerns, in 2015, the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) came up with measures to ensure that MNEs’ profits are taxed where economic activities generating the profits are performed and where value is created. However, the OECD’s 2018 review of these measures shows that BEPS risks by digitized MNEs still remain. Realizing that merely strengthening the anti-avoidance rules will not fully resolve the problem, the international community embarked on crafting new rules for taxing the digital economy. As the new international tax rules are being deliberated, MNEs are involved as stakeholders, which gives them insider understanding of any loopholes in the proposed rules.

The purpose of the article is to provide tax policy makers, tax administrators, tax academics and researchers with a historic overview of why international tax laws were developed, and why those laws lost their effectiveness over the centuries with the rise of globalization and modern business models. The holistic analysis of past developments provides lessons from which international tax norm makers, tax policy makers and other stakeholders can draw from regarding the perspectives that should inform some of the decisions they should make in the development of sustainable and effective new international tax rules for the digital economy so as not to perpetuate the status quo.

2. The Evolution of International Trade: The Emergence of Companies and Tax-Free Environments

The history of the birth of political entities (nations) shows that nations have always imposed taxes on their subjects and the latter have always looked for ways to minimize their tax exposure. Records of some of the earliest taxes levied on subjects can be traced from Mesopotamia (credited with the earliest known human civilization), which levied tax on farmers, craftsmen, artisans and traders. As stronger nations begun conquering weaker ones, empires (such as the Babylonian and Persian) were formed, which propelled the growth of international trade and levying of taxes on conquered nations.

By the time of the Roman Empire, international trade was propelled by the emergence of the concept of a company involving craftsmen, artisans and traders who banded together in pursuance of collective business objectives. The concept of a company was by then understood to take on an independent existence separate, although intangible, from the constituent members who continued to retain their own species although constituting parts of the corporate. The concept of a company was, for instance, used by the association of merchants in the cities of the Hanseatic League that, by the 12th century, sought a conducive tax environment in the city of London, which exempted them from taxes. These cities owed much of their prosperity to the favourable tax treatment given to commerce. In the 15th century, Flanders (now a part of Belgium) lifted the duties on much of its trade and imposed very few exchange restrictions. As a result, it became a flourishing international commercial centre in which many English merchants sold their wool rather than in England, where they were taxed heavily.
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3. The 16th to 18th Centuries: The Mercantile Age, the Rise of MNEs and Initial Regulatory Measures

During the Mercantile Age (the 16th to 18th Centuries), MNEs evolved by using a business model of overseas voyages in search of business and trade. At the height of the Mercantile Age, notable MNEs such as the British East India Company, which was formed in 1600, and the Dutch East India Company, which was formed in 1602, gained power and autonomy when they became the prime drivers of international trade and economic development in Europe. These MNEs operated across several continents as they made stop-overs to outposts on their voyages to the Americas, Africa and Asia in search of resources like spices, gold, slaves and ivory. Ultimately, it was the foreign trade by these MNEs that propelled the interconnectedness and integration of the world’s economies. This was the precursor of globalization as we know it today.

These first MNEs operated using the concept of capital pooling whereby they sourced funds from the general public through issuing bonds for their initial voyages and later by issuing shares of stock to the general public, who would become entitled to dividends and could transfer their shares. The Dutch East India Company was, in fact, the first MNE to be listed on the first official stock exchange established in the Netherlands in the 17th century, when its city of Amsterdam became the world’s leading financial centre. By that time, Amsterdam was already a sought after tax haven that attracted thriving trade to its ports because it imposed very low duties and few trade restrictions. In the 18th century, mercantilism was driven by the “laissez-faire” economic theory (a French term that translates as “leave alone”) that opposed any government intervention in business affairs. The free market capitalism promoted by this economic theory saw an increase of many other MNEs, which led to a capital market crash in 1720. This is what prompted the governments of the day to begin passing legislation that made it illegal to issue or raise transferable shares without operating under a royal charter or authority of an Act of parliament. The royal charter required all companies to be registered in the countries they were incorporated in. This legislation became the precursor of present-day company laws. During that time, Adam Smith, a British economist, opposed the “laissez-faire” economic policies, noting in his 1776 work on “The Wealth of Nations” that:

The subjects of every state ought to contribute towards the support of the government as nearly as possible in proportion to their respective abilities that is in proportion to the revenue which they respectively enjoy under the protection of the state. The expense of government to the individuals of a great nation is like the expense of management to the joint ventures of a great estate, who are all obliged to contribute in proportion to their respective interests in the estate. In the observance or neglect of this maxim consists what is called the equality or inequality of taxation. It is, thus, no wonder that in 1799, the United Kingdom was the first country to introduce a tax on income to finance its expenditures during its war against Napoleon in France. The tax was widely evaded by merchants.

4. Nineteenth Century MNEs: The Industrial Revolution, the Development of Territorial Taxation and the Role of MNEs in Integrating World Economies

The Industrial Revolution, which began in the United Kingdom in the 18th century through the 19th century, saw increased innovations, mechanization, industrial and infrastructural developments, manufacturing, development of trade and the rise of many businesses. The need for taxes to drive the Industrial Revolution resulted in the United Kingdom enacting the first Income Tax Act in 1842. The initial income tax policies developed by the United Kingdom were territorial in nature in that they dealt mainly with domestic economic and social concerns. Territorial (or source) taxation implied that persons such as charted companies that were registered in the United Kingdom, were taxed on income that originated within the territorial or geographical confines of the country. In the 1889 UK case of Colquhoun v. Brooks, it was held that the Income Tax Act imposes a territorial limit, in that either the source from which the taxable income is derived must be situated in the United Kingdom, or the person whose income is to be taxed must be resident in the United Kingdom.

Territorial taxation was based on the proposition that a country has the right to tax income that has arisen within its borders, and that a taxpayer can be expected to share
the costs of running the country which makes it possible for the taxpayer to produce an income.\textsuperscript{47}

With these tax policies in place, the United Kingdom tightened its control over its chartered MNEs. Like the United Kingdom, other European countries used the chartered MNEs registered in their jurisdictions to advance their industrial developments. As these MNEs went on voyages to search for colonial territories, they provided Europe and the Americas resources to fuel their industrial endeavours. European countries extended their industrial era infrastructural developments (such as railways) to their colonies to transport resources to coastal towns for shipping to Europe. The British government, for example, mandated the British South Africa company to build railways in South-Central Africa for the exploitation of diamonds that were exported to Britain.\textsuperscript{54} These colonial endeavours further propelled the interconnectedness and integration of the world’s economies, thereby creating the bedrock for the introduction of international tax laws.\textsuperscript{69}

5. Twentieth Century MNEs: International Tax Measures, Globalization and Rise of Tax Avoidance Schemes

The colonial power struggles, however, were one of the main causes of World War 1 in 1914 to 1918, which ended when the allied victors formed the League of Nations at the Paris Peace Conference on 10 January 1920.\textsuperscript{60} The Treaty of Versailles was also signed which resulted in the reduction of the size of Germany because it was held responsible for causing the war.\textsuperscript{61} The economic destruction posed by the war necessitated countries to come up with measures to finance the rebuilding of their economies. One of the main measures they came up with was to get the chartered MNEs to pay taxes. They, therefore, began introducing corporate income taxes.\textsuperscript{52} One of the earliest corporate tax principles that was adopted was the “permanent establishment” (PE) concept which had been developed in the 19th century under German domestic law, based on the judicial practice in Prussia.\textsuperscript{53} The PE concept was used as a means of taxing the foreign trade of chartered MNEs if they set up physical presence, such as branches, in a foreign country.\textsuperscript{54} The foreign country could, thus, be entitled to tax the business profits that were attributable to the physical presence that the MNE had created in that country.\textsuperscript{55}

By that time, chartered MNEs had also begun carrying out business activities in foreign countries by setting up subsidiary companies in foreign jurisdictions, which were used as a means of conducting business outside the country of incorporation of the parent company.\textsuperscript{56} The subsidiaries operated as separate legal enterprises\textsuperscript{57} that held legal title belonging to the parent companies\textsuperscript{58} so as to be able to conduct business outside the country of incorporation of the parent company.\textsuperscript{59} In response, some countries started introducing worldwide systems of taxation which would tax the foreign source income of domestic residents. The United States was the first country to introduce such legislation in 1861 when it was struggling to raise revenue for its Civil War.\textsuperscript{60} Consequently the United States enacted its first federal income tax legislation (Revenue Act of 1862) to ensure that American citizens living outside the country were not avoiding their duties to the United States in a time of need. They were required to pay taxes on their worldwide income and not just their US-source earnings.\textsuperscript{61} The justification for this basis of taxation, as set out in the 1924 US case of Cook \textit{v. Tait},\textsuperscript{62} is that the United States provides benefits to its citizens (for example, protection by the state) irrespective of where they live. They should, therefore, contribute towards the cost of the government of the country in which they reside, even if income is earned outside that country.\textsuperscript{63} The US extended its worldwide taxation to tax the income of companies incorporated in the United States regardless of their geographical location.\textsuperscript{64}

Where the management of foreign subsidiaries was carried on by the parent company, some countries came up with measures that extended their taxing rights to such foreign entities. For example, in 1906, the Court of Appeal of England and Wales (CAEW) ruled in the case of \textit{De Beers Consolidated Mines Ltd v. Howe}\textsuperscript{65} that, where a company was centrally managed and controlled in the United Kingdom (where its board of directors met to make
fundamental policy decisions), such a company would be taxed in the United Kingdom. 66 Since parent companies and the subsidiaries were connected entities, they began to engage in “transfer pricing” 67 schemes by setting the prices at which they sold, bought or shared resources between each other. 68 In this way, their profits would appear lower in a country with higher tax rates and higher in a country with lower tax rates. 69 In response to these schemes, countries began enacting transfer pricing legislation which entails the use of the arm’s-length principle (ALP) to ensure that prices charged by connected entities are comparable to arm’s-length prices that are set in the marketplace between unconnected entities, where each entity strives to get the utmost possible benefit from the transaction. 70 Essentially, arriving at an arm’s-length price requires carrying out a “comparability analysis” of the controlled transactions between connected entities and the uncontrolled transactions of unconnected entities, by comparing the functions performed, assets used and the risks assumed. 71 Transfer pricing legislation was first introduced by the United Kingdom under Finance Act (FA) No. 2 of 1915. 72 It was followed by the United States, 73 which introduced transfer pricing legislation under its War Revenue Act of 1917. 74 Later on, other countries also began enacting transfer pricing legislation. 75 However, the various domestic measures that countries enacted resulted in the double taxation of international trade due to the overlap of the worldwide (residence) and the territorial (source) bases of taxation in the countries in which the MNEs invested. 76 This led to calls to prevent double taxation from businesses under the auspices of the International Chamber of Commerce, which had been set up in 1917 to govern their international trade and investment relations. 77 Countries were also concerned that MNEs were avoiding taxes in their jurisdictions and they expressed the importance of developing international rules that would ensure fair allocation of taxing rights among countries from the income derived by MNEs that operated in their jurisdictions. 78 At the 1920 Brussels International Financial conference, the then industrialized countries appealed to the Financial Committee of the League of Nations to address tax avoidance schemes by MNEs and to take action to eliminate double taxation by ensuring proper allocation of taxing rights among states. 79 Consequently, the League of Nations passed Resolution 12 to ensure “due payment by everyone of his fair share of taxes” and Resolution 13, which called for action to be taken to “prevent the flight of capital in order to avoid taxation”. 80 In response, in 1921, the League of Nations appointed a team of four economists 81 known as the “Committee of Technical Experts on Double Taxation and Evasion” to prepare a report on the economic aspects of international double taxation. The League of Nations used the outcomes of this report to draft a Model Tax Convention (MTC) in 1928, 82 which formed the foundation for the development of double tax treaty provisions that allocate cross-border taxing rights among nations. 83 Indeed, these measures taken by the League of Nations marked the beginning of the development of international corporate tax laws as they are applied today. 84 The 1928 League of Nations’ MTC adopted the PE concept which (as alluded to previously in this section) had been developed in German domestic law, 85 and was applied in the first 1899 double tax treaty between Austria-Hungary and Prussia 86 to tax business activities of a foreign enterprise in a source state if that enterprise had a significant and substantial economic presence in that state. 87 Under the 1928 MTC, the allocation of taxing rights was accomplished by the competent authorities of two contracting states, using some form of formulary apportionment to allocate income between the contracting states. 88
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While these international tax provisions were being developed, as early as 1928, the UK House of Lords (UKHL) in the case of *Levene v. IRC* had ruled on the legality of tax avoidance, and held that:

> [i]t is trite law that His Majesty’s subjects are free, if they can, to make their own arrangements so that their cases may fall outside the scope of the taxing Act. They incur no legal penalties, and they, strictly speaking, no moral censure if having considered the lines drawn by the legislature for the imposition of taxes, they make their business to walk outside them.

In 1929, the UKHL held in the case of *Ayrshire Pullman Motors Services and D M Ritchie v. IRC* that:

> [n]o man in this country is under the smallest obligation, moral or otherwise, to arrange his legal relations to his business or to his property so as to enable the Inland Revenue to put the largest possible shovel into his stores. The Inland Revenue is not slow – and quite rightly – to take advantage, which is open to it under the taxing Statutes for the purpose of depleting the taxpayer’s pocket. The taxpayer is in the like manner, entitled to be astute to prevent, so far as he honestly can, the depletion of his means by the Revenue.

And, in the 1935, in the celebrated case of *Duke of Westminster*, it was held that:

> [e]very man is entitled if he can to order his affairs so that the tax attaching under the appropriate Act is less than it otherwise would be. If he succeeds in ordering them so as to secure this result, then, however inappropriate to the Commissioner of Inland Revenue or his fellow taxpayers may be of his ingenuity, he cannot be compelled to pay an increased tax.

These UK court decisions gave credence to MNEs to legally continue their tax avoidance schemes. While all these domestic and tax treaty developments were going on, Germany was not faring well due to the loss reduction of its size under the Treaty of Versailles, which caused dire war necessitated countries engaging in further development of taxing rights. The League of Nations carried out work on matters of determining the tax residence of a company that was dual resident in that it was registered in one country and yet it was managed in another – and, thus, fully liable to tax in both States.

In 1957, the OEEC issued a report which introduced a tie-breaker rule in article 4(3) of the draft model giving tax priority to the country in which the company’s business is "managed and controlled". This rule was based on the concept of “central management and control” which had been developed earlier by the UK courts and was used in the United Kingdom’s tax treaties.

By adopting this tie-breaker rule, the OEEC sought not to attach importance to a purely formal criterion like registration to determine tax residence, but importance was placed on the state in which the corporation was actually managed. This approach was not only intended to prevent double taxation but it was also intended to prevent tax avoidance when MNEs set up shell companies in other jurisdictions that were actually managed by the parent companies.

The May 1957 OEC report further noted that, where there were uncertainties in determining corporate residence based on the location of the company’s “management and control”, “the competent authorities of the contracting states shall determine the question by agreement between themselves.”

In its fourth report dated 5 November 1957, the OEEC replaced the concept of “central management and control” with ‘place of effective rights to residence states. The London Draft reaffirmed that source states could only tax the business profits of an enterprise resident in the other state if that enterprise had created a PE in the source state. The London Draft was, therefore, in favour of capital exporting countries (largely residence-based countries).

When the League of Nations was dissolved in 1945 (after the end of World War II), work on further development of the MTC was passed to the Organisation for European Economic Cooperation (OEEC), which was created in 1948. The Fiscal Committee of the OEEC carried out further work on matters of determining the tax residence of a company that was dual resident in that it was registered in one country and yet it was managed in another – and, thus, fully liable to tax in both States. In May 1957, the OEEC issued a report which introduced a tie-breaker rule in article 4(3) of the draft model giving tax priority to the country in which the company’s business is "managed and controlled". This rule was based on the concept of “central management and control” which had been developed earlier by the UK courts and was used in the United Kingdom’s tax treaties.

By adopting this tie-breaker rule, the OEEC sought not to attach importance to a purely formal criterion like registration to determine tax residence, but importance was placed on the state in which the corporation was actually managed. This approach was not only intended to prevent double taxation but it was also intended to prevent tax avoidance when MNEs set up shell companies in other jurisdictions that were actually managed by the parent companies.

The May 1957 OEC report further noted that, where there were uncertainties in determining corporate residence based on the location of the company’s “management and control”, “the competent authorities of the contracting states shall determine the question by agreement between themselves.”

In its fourth report dated 5 November 1957, the OEEC replaced the concept of “central management and control” with ‘place of effective taxation in the source state”. This concept was adopted by the United Nations (UN) in its Model Tax Convention and the Model Convention on Mutual Administrative Assistance in Tax Matters, which were adopted in 1961. The OECD also adopted this concept in its Model Tax Convention (MTC), which was adopted in 1963.

The London Draft was, therefore, in favour of capital exporting countries (largely residence-based countries).
management”, which was defined as meaning the place where the key management and commercial decisions that are necessary for the conduct of the entity’s business are in substance made. Thus, where a controlling shareholder’s decisions influenced how a company’s transactions are dealt with, such a shareholder could be looked at in order to determine the place of effective management of a company.

In 1961, the OEEC became the OECD, which published the OECD Draft (1963) – largely in favour of developed countries. The final version was published in the OECD Model (1977) and has been revised over the years in response to the changes brought about by globalization.

In 1967, developing countries started advocating for their own MTC, which culminated in the UN Model Double Taxation Convention between Developed and Developing Countries (the UN Model) which was first published as the UN Model (1980). These MTCs are the main models used for signing double tax treaties that become legally binding.

It is particularly important to note that, from the 1960s, globalization took on a different note as decolonization brought about the rise of international organizations which encouraged the movement of people, cultures, informational and communication technologies at an international scale. The result was increased competition among businesses in the global marketplace which encouraged MNEs to increasingly develop strategies to maximize profits and reduce their global tax exposure. In this liberalized environment, MNEs’ links with any country that offered a favourable tax climate became an essential part of their international tax planning. This promoted an exponential rise of MNE investments in tax haven jurisdictions, which are jurisdictions that actively availed themselves for the avoidance of tax that would have been paid in high-tax countries. Giving a precise meaning to the term “tax haven” is, however, difficult as any given country can be deemed a tax haven in some respects if it has a lower tax rate on some activity than another country’s rate on the same activity. Although tax havens were already in existence in past centuries, for example, the Netherlands and Switzerland, which were historically known tax havens for capital flight dating back to Roman times, their number and unprecedented use by MNEs rose in the 20th century. By the 1960s and 1970s, many international banks had set up branches in Caribbean tax havens. Core tax havens (usually islands located off the shores of the mainland continents), increasingly became bases for subsidiary companies of major MNEs involved in shipping, financing, investment and captive insurance activities.

With the increased MNE investments in tax havens, many countries that previously relied on the territorial basis of taxation realized that this basis of taxation limited their ability to prevent tax avoidance when their residents invested offshore. Countries began deviating from territorial tax systems to residence based systems (worldwide taxation) or hybrids between the two (that allowed the worldwide taxation of certain types of income). The new form of globalization opened countries’ economies to the free movement of capital, goods and services to global markets. This brought about unrivalled diffusion of people, cultures, informational and communication technologies at an international scale. The result was increased competition among businesses in the global marketplace which encouraged MNEs to increasingly develop strategies to maximize profits and reduce their global tax exposure. In this liberalized environment, MNEs’ links with any country that offered a favourable tax climate became an essential part of their international tax planning. This promoted an exponential rise of MNE investments in tax haven jurisdictions, which are jurisdictions that actively availed themselves for the avoidance of tax that would have been paid in high-tax countries. Giving a precise meaning to the term “tax haven” is, however, difficult as any given country can be deemed a tax haven in some respects if it has a lower tax rate on some activity than another country’s rate on the same activity. Although tax havens were already in existence in past centuries, for example, the Netherlands and Switzerland, which were historically known tax havens for capital flight dating back to Roman times, their number and unprecedented use by MNEs rose in the 20th century. By the 1960s and 1970s, many international banks had set up branches in Caribbean tax havens. Core tax havens (usually islands located off the shores of the mainland continents), increasingly became bases for subsidiary companies of major MNEs involved in shipping, financing, investment and captive insurance activities.

With the increased MNE investments in tax havens, many countries that previously relied on the territorial basis of taxation realized that this basis of taxation limited their ability to prevent tax avoidance when their residents invested offshore. Countries began deviating from territorial tax systems to residence based systems (worldwide taxation) or hybrids between the two (that allowed the worldwide taxation of certain types of income). The new form of globalization opened countries’ economies to the free movement of capital, goods and services to global markets. This brought about unrivalled diffusion of people, cultures, informational and communication technologies at an international scale. The result was increased competition among businesses in the global marketplace which encouraged MNEs to increasingly develop strategies to maximize profits and reduce their global tax exposure. In this liberalized environment, MNEs’ links with any country that offered a favourable tax climate became an essential part of their international tax planning. This promoted an exponential rise of MNE investments in tax haven jurisdictions, which are jurisdictions that actively availed themselves for the avoidance of tax that would have been paid in high-tax countries. Giving a precise meaning to the term “tax haven” is, however, difficult as any given country can be deemed a tax haven in some respects if it has a lower tax rate on some activity than another country’s rate on the same activity. Although tax havens were already in existence in past centuries, for example, the Netherlands and Switzerland, which were historically known tax havens for capital flight dating back to Roman times, their number and unprecedented use by MNEs rose in the 20th century. By the 1960s and 1970s, many international banks had set up branches in Caribbean tax havens. Core tax havens (usually islands located off the shores of the mainland continents), increasingly became bases for subsidiary companies of major MNEs involved in shipping, financing, investment and captive insurance activities.

With the increased MNE investments in tax havens, many countries that previously relied on the territorial basis of taxation realized that this basis of taxation limited their ability to prevent tax avoidance when their residents invested offshore. Countries began deviating from territorial tax systems to residence based systems (worldwide taxation) or hybrids between the two (that allowed the worldwide taxation of certain types of income). The new form of globalization opened countries’ economies to the free movement of capital, goods and services to global markets. This brought about unrivalled diffusion of people, cultures, informational and communication technologies at an international scale. The result was increased competition among businesses in the global marketplace which encouraged MNEs to increasingly develop strategies to maximize profits and reduce their global tax exposure. In this liberalized environment, MNEs’ links with any country that offered a favourable tax climate became an essential part of their international tax planning. This promoted an exponential rise of MNE investments in tax haven jurisdictions, which are jurisdictions that actively availed themselves for the avoidance of tax that would have been paid in high-tax countries. Giving a precise meaning to the term “tax haven” is, however, difficult as any given country can be deemed a tax haven in some respects if it has a lower tax rate on some activity than another country’s rate on the same activity. Although tax havens were already in existence in past centuries, for example, the Netherlands and Switzerland, which were historically known tax havens for capital flight dating back to Roman times, their number and unprecedented use by MNEs rose in the 20th century. By the 1960s and 1970s, many international banks had set up branches in Caribbean tax havens. Core tax havens (usually islands located off the shores of the mainland continents), increasingly became bases for subsidiary companies of major MNEs involved in shipping, financing, investment and captive insurance activities.

With the increased MNE investments in tax havens, many countries that previously relied on the territorial basis of taxation realized that this basis of taxation limited their ability to prevent tax avoidance when their residents invested offshore. Countries began deviating from territorial tax systems to residence based systems (worldwide taxation) or hybrids between the two (that allowed the worldwide taxation of certain types of income). The new form of globalization opened countries’ economies to the free movement of capital, goods and services to global markets. This brought about unrivalled diffusion of people, cultures, informational and communication technologies at an international scale. The result was increased competition among businesses in the global marketplace which encouraged MNEs to increasingly develop strategies to maximize profits and reduce their global tax exposure. In this liberalized environment, MNEs’ links with any country that offered a favourable tax climate became an essential part of their international tax planning. This promoted an exponential rise of MNE investments in tax haven jurisdictions, which are jurisdictions that actively availed themselves for the avoidance of tax that would have been paid in high-tax countries. Giving a precise meaning to the term “tax haven” is, however, difficult as any given country can be deemed a tax haven in some respects if it has a lower tax rate on some activity than another country’s rate on the same activity. Although tax havens were already in existence in past centuries, for example, the Netherlands and Switzerland, which were historically known tax havens for capital flight dating back to Roman times, their number and unprecedented use by MNEs rose in the 20th century. By the 1960s and 1970s, many international banks had set up branches in Caribbean tax havens. Core tax havens (usually islands located off the shores of the mainland continents), increasingly became bases for subsidiary companies of major MNEs involved in shipping, financing, investment and captive insurance activities.
challenge, though, was that in most countries’ tax systems, the foreign-source income of foreign subsidiary companies could not be subject to tax in the jurisdiction of its parent company, since the subsidiary was incorporated and recognized as a separate juridical entity in foreign jurisdiction. This implied that the country where the parent company was registered could not apply its “residence basis” of taxation to tax the worldwide income of its foreign subsidiary until such income was distributed to the domestic shareholders as dividends. This, in turn, meant that the profits of the MNE could be tied up in the foreign subsidiary where they could be accumulated for further foreign investment instead of being repatriated to the parent company to be taxed. As long as the income was sheltered in the foreign subsidiary and not distributed, it was deferred or postponed, implying that the taxes due were postponed to future years. In order to prevent tax deferral, some countries introduced “controlled foreign company” (CFC) legislation, which ensures that the undistributed income of a CFC is not deferred, but it is taxed in the hands of the domestic shareholders of the MNE on a current basis. CFC legislation is essentially an extension of countries’ worldwide basis of taxation, and has been mainly introduced by countries that have the administrative ability to extend their tax net very wide. Countries that have CFC legislation generally define a CFC as foreign company more than 50% of whose shares, voting power or value is owned by domestic shareholders. The United States was the first to enact CFC legislation under the Revenue Act of 1962. This was followed by the United Kingdom, which enacted CFC legislation in the FA 1984. Other countries like Germany, Japan, Australia, New Zealand, Brazil and Russia followed suit.

Towards the end of the 20th century, countries realized that their domestic anti-avoidance provisions could only go so far in curtailing tax avoidance that was encouraged by the very existence of tax haven jurisdictions. These are sovereign jurisdictions that have a right to determine their own tax policy (including making their country a tax haven). Other countries cannot enact legislation to remove the very existence of tax haven countries. Thus, countries embarked on international efforts to crack down on tax havens. A particular onslaught on tax havens was propelled by the OECD when, in 1998, it issued a report on harmful tax competition. This report recommended that countries needed to intensify international cooperation in tax matters, and affirmed that, in order to prevent the harmful tax practices of tax havens, countries needed to adopt tax avoidance measures such as CFC and transfer pricing legislation.

While countries embarked on enacting this anti-avoidance legislation, MNE business models changed in the late 20th century. They became increasingly integrated, whereby control was centralized in one location and intra-group trade grew steadily. Integration meant that MNEs’ internal businesses were no longer structured as before, where subsidiaries operated as separate enterprises, with each entity carrying out distinct functions, like production, marketing or distribution. They increasingly operated as a single unified enterprise managed from a central location by managers who were responsible for the enterprise as a whole. It is through integration that 20th century MNEs achieved economies of scale in aspects such as transaction costs, risk management, brand development and logistics. Integration meant that capital, technology, central services and risk management were treated as overhead costs to be shared in all business activities. This increased integration meant that the ALP, which had been developed in the 19th century to prevent transfer pricing based on the separate entity approach, could not hold. The ALP was developed in a context where the basic structure of MNEs constituted subsidiaries in a few countries and each subsidiary carried out a range of functional activities that reflected
the group’s business structure. In that context, the ALP was fairly helpful in preventing transfer pricing as the prevailing circumstances were characterized by slow communications, currency exchange rules, customs duties, and relatively high transportation costs that made integrated global supply chains difficult to operate.

With the rise in information and communications technology (ICT), reductions in currency and custom barriers and the move to digital products and a service based economy, MNEs became more integrated and they began to operate much more as single global firms. The developments in ICT changed the spread of MNE value chains such that individual legal entities became less important and MNEs came to be viewed as single firms operating in a coordinated fashion to maximize opportunities in a global economy. With increased integration, applying the comparability analysis between controlled and uncontrolled entities in order to determine an arm’s-length price became unrealistic as core MNE functions were centralized. Increased integration made it difficult to find duplicate independent transactions conducted by two non-integrated businesses performing the same or similar functions and selling the same or similar products. Thus, MNEs began to manipulate the transfer pricing provisions, which were grounded in an economic environment characterized by a lower degree of economic integration across borders.

6. Twenty-First Century MNEs: The Digital Era, Addressing BEPS and A New International Tax Regime

The 21st century has been characterized by the rise of the digital economy, which has brought about an exponential advance in ICT in many realms of business and commerce. In this environment, MNEs have blossomed and dominated global investment. Since the foundations of the international tax laws are still based on principles developed in the 19th century that do not suit modern business environment, MNEs have succeeded in most cases in unshackling themselves from state fetters by utilizing sophisticated mechanisms to avoid taxes and reap the gains of the digital era despite the plethora of regulations. The last decade of the 20th century into the 21st century saw an exponential rise of cutting edge giant digital MNEs like Amazon.com founded in 1994 (although it is not fully web based and does operate in some physical goods). Google founded in 1998; Facebook founded in 2004; and Twitter founded in 2006. These giant digital MNEs took business integration to an all-time new level. They managed to maximize production by using technology to ease market access, and by shifting their business models from country-specific to global models with integrated value chains and functions that are centralized at a regional or global level. Basically, a value chain is the full range of a company’s activities, from the conception of a product or service to its end use and beyond. It includes activities such as design, production, marketing, distribution and supply to the final consumer. Modern value chains are characterized by the fragmentation of production across borders. This has changed the notion of what economies do and what they produce. Unlike in the past centuries when businesses placed much value on the final products (goods and services), in the 21st century greater value is being placed on where tasks and stages of production take place. For digital companies, business value is placed where upstream activities like product design, research and development (R&D) or where production of core components occur, as well as in the downstream activities where marketing or branding occurs. This means that knowledge-based intangible assets, such as, software, organizational skills and intellectual property (IP - which includes patents, trademarks, copyrights, brand names and know-how) have become increasingly important for competitiveness. Thus, some digital companies have grown exponentially by placing value on “data and user participation”. They collect data about their customers, users, suppliers, and operations to leverage and monetize such data. For social network business models (such as Facebook, Instagram and Twitter), the active collaboration of their users is a key value-driver of the business. Other digital companies place value on “network effects”, whereby they take advantage of the fact that decisions of users have a direct impact on the benefit received by other users. This is especially so with the “internet of things”, in which companies deploy
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software in many devices and leverage off this infrastructure to sell goods or services to the owners of those devices or to advertisers. In advertising business models, hardware and software infrastructure are a channel to get in touch with end users and to create value by monetizing the data that flows from end users or the externalities generated through network effects and then selling goods or services to them.172 Digitization has also seen the rise of “multi-sided business models” that capture value from externalities generated by free products. Essentially, in these models, multiple distinct groups of persons interact through an intermediary or platform, and the decisions of each group of persons affects the outcome for the other groups of persons through a positive or negative externality. An example of a multi-sided business model with positive externalities is the payment card system, which is more valuable to merchants if more consumers use the card, and more valuable to consumers if more merchants accept the card.173

The ever-increasing value that is placed on developing and exploiting intangible assets, like IP, means that giant digital companies have to expend substantial resources on R&D to upgrade their software or to develop new software.174 This has impacted on the way MNEs are structured and managed, which impacts on their tax liabilities.175 Giant digital companies normally ensure that a subsidiary company in a low-tax jurisdiction has the legal ownership of their intangible assets so that it is entitled to large portions of the MNE group’s income, which would be subject to low or no taxes,176 thus reducing the MNE’s global tax exposure.177 The mobile nature of the digital economy has been a major catalyst in this regard as it makes it easy to transfer intangible assets at minimal cost.178 The mobility of digitalization also allows MNEs to easily move the location of where their functions and operations are carried out, which permits them to conduct substantial sales (for example, through online advertisements) in market jurisdictions from remote locations.179 This has increased their ability to provide goods and services across borders180 with minimal need for personnel to be present (the so-called “scale without mass” phenomenon).181

Countries tend to rely on their transfer pricing provisions to ensure that the transfer of intangible assets among the entities in a MNE is at arm’s length.182 However, countries find it particularly hard to apply the ALP to intangibles due to their unique nature which makes it difficult to find comparable intangibles.183 Countries also find it hard to analyse mixed contracts involving intangibles and other elements such as goods and services. This is because it is difficult to ascertain the true nature of the transactions, to determine the value of the other elements to the contract as well as to identify and value the intangibles component.184

Where MNEs transfer intangible assets to subsidiary companies in low-tax jurisdictions, residence based countries can also apply their CFC legislation to prevent tax deferral by taxing the undistributed income of the CFC in the hands of its domestic shareholders on a current basis.185 However, where a country’s CFC rules exempt the application of the rules to a CFC that carries out substantive economic activities in the jurisdiction it is based in, such exemption does not normally apply if the CFC does not directly and regularly create, develop or substantially upgrade the intangible assets that gives rise to that income.186

Source-based countries often apply withholding taxes on royalties paid by entities in their jurisdictions for the use of the intangible assets that are owned by an entity in another jurisdiction. Normally, an obligation is imposed on the entity in the source country to withhold a certain percentage of tax from the royalties paid to the non-resident and pay it over to the revenue.187 However, in a double tax treaty context, article 12(1) of the tax treaties based on the OECD Model provides that “royalties arising in a Contracting State and beneficially owned by a resident of the other Contracting State shall be taxable only in that other State”. This implies that it is only the resident state of the beneficial owner of the royalties that may tax the royalties. The Commentary on Article 10 of the OECD Model188 explains that the term “beneficial owner” does not cover a nominee or agent who is a treaty country resident if the person who has all the economic interest in, and all the control over, the property (the beneficial owner) is not also a resident. Furthermore, a conduit company cannot be regarded as a beneficial owner if, through the formal owner, it has, as a practical matter, very narrow powers, which render it, in relation to the income concerned, a mere fiduciary or administrator acting on account of the interested parties (such as the shareholders of the conduit
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The OECD further explains that “beneficial ownership” means “the right to use and enjoy” the amount “unconstrained by a contractual or legal obligation to pass on the payment received to another person.” Under article 12(3) of the OECD Model, the source state may tax the royalties if the beneficial owner of the royalties carries on business in that state through a PE situated therein and the right or property in respect of which the royalties are paid is effectively connected with such a PE. Thus, for a source state to tax royalties in a treaty context, it must first of all be proved that the beneficial owner of the royalties carries on business in that country. However, proving beneficial ownership is very difficult in light of international cases such as Velcro Canada Inc. v. The Queen (2012) and Prevost Car Inc. v. Her Majesty the Queen (2008 and 2009). Even if the source state could prove that the beneficial owner is carrying on business in the state, article 12(3) of the OECD Model requires that the beneficial owner must have carried on business in the source through a PE situated therein and the right or property in respect of which the royalties are paid is effectively connected with such a PE. The PE concept as defined in article 5 of the OECD Model is designed to ensure that the business activities of a foreign enterprise are not taxed by a source state, unless that enterprise creates significant and substantial economic presence in that state.

Beyond these measures, countries have also enacted other specific anti-avoidance provisions to address the sophisticated tax avoidance schemes of MNEs. These include measures to prevent the abuse of tax treaties through treaty shopping, measures to prevent excessive deductions of interest and measures to prevent tax avoidance resulting from hybrid financial instruments. However, as more sophisticated MNE tax avoidance schemes, countries’ corporate tax systems became more complicated and uncoordinated, which opened up more loopholes for sophisticated tax avoidance schemes; and the cycle went on.

An example of a sophisticated MNE tax avoidance scheme that brought countries’ domestic anti-avoidance provisions and tax treaty provisions to no effect is the much publicized and notorious “double Irish Dutch sandwich” structure. Highly digitized MNEs, like Google, Facebook, Microsoft Corp and Apple, used this structure to shift profits to low-tax jurisdictions, thereby keeping their global effective tax rates (ETRs) low. As its name implies, the “double Irish Dutch sandwich” structure involves two companies incorporated in Ireland; the one an IP-Holding Company and the other an Operating Company. Sandwiched between them is a conduit company incorporated in the Netherlands. The following is how the convoluted structure has been utilized to minimize the global tax exposure of giant digital MNEs based in the United States which operate in various countries.

To avoid high taxes in the United States, the first step in the structure is to ensure that the rights to exploit the parent company’s IP are held outside the United States. The US parent company would enter into a cost sharing agreement with an Irish IP-Holding Company for the future enhancement of the IP so that it would receive all the profits for the exploitation of the IP outside the United States. To ensure that the buy-in payment from the Irish IP-Holding Company does not trigger US transfer pricing rules, the parent company makes sure that the IP is only partially developed at the time of transfer and that the risk associated with future earnings is very low. In this way, it becomes difficult to determine an arm’s-length price for the buy-in payment and the company was also able to avoid high US exit taxes.

Google, for instance, set up a subsidiary in Ireland called Google Ireland Holdings which owns its search engine, advertising technology and
other intangible property. When a company in Europe, the Middle East or Africa purchases a search advert through Google, the money is sent to Google Ireland Holdings. Although the Irish IP-Holding Company is incorporated in Ireland, the structure ensures that it is managed and controlled in Bermuda (a tax haven) and, therefore, is tax resident there. This ensures that its earnings do not stay in Ireland. In terms of Irish tax law, a company is tax resident where its central management and control is located, not where it is incorporated. In Bermuda, this company is not subject to tax.

The second step in the structure is to ensure that the rights to the IP of the Bermuda company are in turn licensed to a second Irish company (thus, the “double Irish”) – the Operating Company which is tax resident in Ireland. In the case of Google, its Dublin subsidiary (the operating company) is a fully owned subsidiary of the Google Ireland Holdings. The Irish Operating Company is used to provide advertising services and acts as the contractual partner of all non-US customers. Functions in the customers’ residence states, like the delivery of products or marketing activities are usually assigned to low-risk group companies. These group service providers work on a cost-plus basis, thus keeping the tax base in the country of final consumption low. For the profits derived from exploiting the IP licence; the second Irish Operating Company would have to pay royalties to the first Irish IP-Holding Company. This royalty income would be taxed at the Irish Corporate tax rate of 12.5%. However, since the first Irish IP-Holding company is tax resident in Bermuda, Irish tax on royalties derived is avoided. Although the profits from customer sales earned by the second Irish Operating Company would be subject to tax in Ireland, the tax base of the Operating Company is close to zero because it has to claim a tax deduction on royalties paid for the use of the IP held by and sub-licensed from the Irish IP-Holding Company. As Ireland only introduced transfer pricing rules in 2010, these rules did not apply to contracts and terms agreed on before 2010, so the second Irish Operating Company was able to erode the tax base in Ireland by claiming deductions for high royalty payments made to the Irish IP Holding Company.

To avoid Irish withholding tax that would result if payments are made directly from the second Irish Operating Company (Google’s Dublin subsidiary) to the first Irish IP-Holding Company (tax resident in Bermuda), the third part of the scheme is effected – the Dutch sandwich. In this part of the scheme, a Dutch conduit company (for example, Google Netherlands Holdings BV) is interposed between the two Irish companies. This ensures that the royalties do not go directly to Bermuda, but they are routed through Netherlands because Irish tax law exempts certain royalties to companies in other EU Member States under the EU Interest and Royalties Directive (2003/49). The payments are, thus, sheltered in the Netherlands conduit company – a shell company which has no employees, in order to take advantage of generous tax laws there. Since the Netherlands does not impose withholding tax on any royalty payments, the tax liability of the conduit company in the Netherlands would consist only of a small fee payable for the use of the Dutch tax system. This set up ensures that the profits earned in the European Union can leave the European Union virtually untaxed. The Dutch Conduit company (Google Netherlands Holdings BV) then passes on the profits to the first Irish IP-Holding Company – tax resident in Bermuda. Since in Bermuda the profits are not liable to corporate tax, the profits can be kept there until they are repatriated to the US shareholders as dividends. This results in the circumvention of the US CFC legislation (Subpart F rules - which prevent tax deferral) as the second Irish Operating Company (Google Dublin) is a fully owned subsidiary of the first Irish IP Holding Company (tax resident in Bermuda), which enables the company to make use of the US entity classification election (the “check-the-box rules”) to avoid the Subpart F rules. The check-the-box rules ensure that the second Irish Operating Company (Google Dublin) is disregarded as a separate entity from its owner - the first Irish IP Holding Company (tax resident in Bermuda), and so the payments between the two Irish companies are ignored for US tax purposes.

This structure is the largest tax avoidance tool that has been used in history by US MNEs to build up untaxed offshore reserves of USD 1 trillion from 2004 to 2018. Google avoided about USD 2 billion in worldwide income taxes in 2011 by shifting USD 9.8 billion in revenues into the Bermuda shell company using this structure. Microsoft Corp used the same structure and saved at least USD 500 million in taxes each year by licensing its software in Europe, Middle East and Africa through its Irish subsidiary. In the aftermath of the 2007/08 global financial crisis.
acknowledged that BEPS has been enabled by the fact that the current international corporate taxation framework has not kept pace with the changing business environment. Thus, MNEs have been able to come up with structures which are technically legal but which take advantage of asymmetries in domestic and international tax rules. In 2015, the OECD issued 15 Reports with Action measures to address BEPS, which ensure that profits are taxed where economic activities generating the profits are performed and where value is created. The OECD noted that most of the Action measures could be applied to address BEPS in the digital economy. However, the OECD’s 2018 Interim Report on the Tax Challenges of the Digital Economy noted that although some MNEs had, in response to the BEPS measures, realigned their transactions with real economic activity, risks still remained. Highly digitalized MNEs can still have the legal ownership of their intangible assets held in low-tax jurisdictions where such legal ownership is subject to no or limited taxation. In addition, highly digitalized MNEs are still able to contractually allocate business risk to entities in low-tax jurisdictions in a way that does not reflect the actual conduct of the entities in the group. Although the intra-group contracts may reflect that the entity in the low-tax jurisdiction provides the capital for the development of the IP and that it contractually bears the financial risks associated with the activities carried out by the other entities in reality, there could be limited physical activity in the low-tax jurisdiction. In terms of the contract, the entity in the low-tax jurisdiction would be entitled to substantial amounts of income, while the other entities that actually carry out the activities would be awarded less than an arm’s-length compensation for their supposedly low risk functions. Because of these BEPS risks that still remain, the OECD realized that merely strengthening anti-avoidance provisions to address BEPS matters is not enough to address the tax challenges of the digital economy. Indeed, in Action 1 of the BEPS Report, the OECD noted that the digital economy poses broader tax challenges that go beyond BEPS matters, and that this would require the international community to come up with new rules for taxing the digital economy.

This ushered in the so-called BEPS 2.0 initiative whereby, in January 2019, the OECD issued a Policy Note in which
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it set out its Two-Pillar solution to resolve the challenges of the digital economy. A Public Consultation document on the Two Pillars was released in February 2019241 and, on 12 October 2020, the Blueprints for Pillar One242 and Pillar Two243 were issued. On 8 October 2021, 136 members of the OECD Inclusive Framework entered a political agreement on the Two-Pillar solution to address the tax challenges arising from the digitalization of the economy.244 A detailed explanation of the operation of the Pillar One and Pillar Two (which can be consulted in other articles245) is beyond the scope of this article. It suffices to point out briefly the following in order to reinforce the focus of this article.

Pillar One aimed to ensure a fairer distribution of profits and taxing rights among countries with regard to large MNEs.246 It introduced a new nexus rule that gives jurisdictions in which goods or services are supplied or where consumers are located (market jurisdictions) the right to tax a portion of the profits (dubbed Amount A) of large and highly profitable enterprises (covered groups), whether or not such enterprises have a physical presence in that market jurisdiction.247 In terms of the draft Pillar One Model rules which were issued on 4 February 2022,248 the nexus threshold for covered groups will be EUR 1 million for jurisdictions with an annual gross domestic product (GDP) equal to or greater than EUR 40 billion and EUR 250 thousand for jurisdictions with an annual GDP of less than EUR 40 billion.249 Revenue sourcing rules are used to determine where revenue arises for purposes of Amount A. The draft Model rules set out categories of revenue, which must be sourced on a transaction-by-transaction basis. A fixed return for routine baseline marketing and distribution activities taking place in a market jurisdiction in which goods or services are supplied or where consumers are located is fixed by the market jurisdiction.250 In terms of the draft Pillar One Blueprint, the lowest corporate tax rates by offering tax incentives to lure investors.251 On 20 December 2021, the OECD published the Pillar Two Model rules, which set a global minimum corporate tax rate of 15% to assist countries in the implementation of the new international tax rules to put a floor on tax competition on corporate income tax.252 The Pillar Two Model rules provide countries a right to “tax back” by imposing a top-up tax on profits arising in a jurisdiction where the ETR is below the minimum rate.253 The rules apply to MNE groups that have annual revenue of EUR 750 million or more in the consolidated financial statements of the ultimate parent entity in at least two of the four fiscal years immediately preceding the tested fiscal year.254 The implementing date of the Pillar Two Model rules was initially set for 2023255 and then was extended to start from 2024 onwards.256
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tax for the Pillar Two Model rules will have an impact on business investment decisions, especially for in scope MNEs that benefit from tax incentives where their ETR is below 15%. Although not all investment decisions are tax motivated, some MNEs may still find ways to restructure by coming up with new strategies to avoid paying the top-up tax. There are, however, some aspects of the Pillar Two Model rules that may make it practically difficult for MNEs to circumvent. For example, the "substance-based income exclusion" to the Model rules may be difficult to manipulate as sending employees to low-tax jurisdictions to meet the substance requirements may become cumbersome for employees of MNEs to comply with due to the travelling constraints. Indeed, some argue that the global minimum tax may, in the future, make establishing entities in low-tax jurisdictions to be for other reasons and not necessarily tax, as many MNEs have come to realize that the days of moving to a jurisdiction for tax reasons are long gone.

MNEs and their tax advisers have been at the forefront of responding to calls for comments on the Public Consultation Documents that are regularly tabled by the OECD on the development of the new rules (which they are by all means entitled to as stakeholders in the international tax community). However, it is anticipated that many of them (as they have done historically) are already a step ahead in finding ways to circumvent the rules. The Business and Industry Advisory Committee to the OECD which comprises of tax professionals who are employed by MNEs has been heavily involved in the developments of the rules and have expressed concerns about the complexity of the rules and the administrative problems they would pose. This concern is quite ironic as MNE BEPS schemes have historically thrived on exploiting the loopholes in the complexity in tax legislation to reduce their tax liabilities. MNEs have been quick to raise concerns about the technical aspects of the Model rules, which could result in double taxation and reduced global income. Particular concern was raised about the possibility of double taxation in cases in which the Pillar Two Model rules apply a top-up tax in circumstances where there is no net income for a jurisdiction to apply the rules to.

Countries should take note that even though the comments of the tax advisers of MNEs may provide valuable input due to their expert tax knowledge and practical experience, the views they express are largely directed to a preferred position that protects the interests of MNEs. It should also be kept in mind that it is the tax advisers of the MNEs that engineered the sophisticated tax avoidance schemes that took advantage of the current international tax rules. It is common knowledge that the "revolving door" of tax experts employed by governments moving to the private sector (and back) means that tax experts working for MNEs often have insider knowledge of the loopholes in the laws, which enables them to keep a step ahead in coming up with schemes that beat the system. It is, therefore, important that the comments provided by the MNEs and their advisers on the structure of the new tax system should be cautiously considered. Care should be taken to ensure that the unbiased views tabled by other stakeholders, such as academics, non-governmental organizations and civil society are given due attention in the development of the new rules and that a full consensus of all stakeholders is reached on all aspects of the new rules.

It is also common knowledge that MNEs (most of which are based in developed countries) have historically lobbied their countries to push for international tax laws that favour them. These countries have benefited from the...
practices of their MNEs at the expense of other countries.\textsuperscript{271} As the new international tax rules are being deliberated upon, it is clear that the key point of contention in the taxation of the digital economy is mainly about the United States trying to protect its digital companies\textsuperscript{272} and Europe’s desire to tax the United State’s digital companies more than is permitted under the current rules.\textsuperscript{273} These dynamics may derail the process and inadvertently benefit MNEs. It is, therefore, important that the broader international tax community takes a stand not to encourage an international tax system that protects only a few countries’ interests.\textsuperscript{274}

7. Conclusions and Recommendations

This article has traced the development of MNEs through the centuries and it has shown that MNEs have been the drivers of international trade that has fostered the inter-connectedness of world economies. The article shows that through the decades countries have enacted domestic and international tax laws to ensure that MNEs contribute to the economic development of the countries they transact in. However, MNEs kept devising tax avoidance schemes that took advantage of the loopholes in the tax laws. This cycle has been going on with MNEs always a step ahead. Such a trend has been enabled by the fact that the international tax laws have not kept pace with new business models.

Developing new international tax rules that are in tune with the digital economy is a step in the right direction to prevent modern tax avoidance schemes. However, for the new international tax rules to be effective in preventing tax avoidance, a complete overhaul of the current system should have been undertaken. Leaving the physical presence tests and the ALP (the two main aspects of the current international tax system which have been the main causes of tax avoidance schemes) to keep applying to the majority of MNEs (which are out of scope of the new rules – that only apply to a very small number of the largest MNEs) is not helpful.\textsuperscript{275} MNEs stand to benefit more if the current tax system continues to apply at large as they would maintain their tax advantaged positions and save them the costs of having to roll back the structures already in place. This would also reduce the compliance burdens of having to comply with a whole new set of rules.

It is, therefore, important that the process of changing the century old international tax rules should not be rushed. If the rules developed are not well thought through, this will create uncoordinated provisions that will open up loopholes for further tax arbitrage by MNEs. It would be absurd if, after a few years, countries realize that the new rules did little to change the status quo and that they “ultimately represent a little more than an incremental improvement (if at all) of the current international tax order”.\textsuperscript{276} Even though the new international tax rules may not eradicate all MNE BEPS schemes, effort should be taken to ensure that they are not given the latitude to maintain the existing state of affairs. This requires that the rules should not be set in stone, but that they should be reviewed and modified regularly to address unforeseen loopholes that could be manipulated by MNEs.\textsuperscript{277}
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